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ABSTRACT

This paper advances live (L), virtual (V) and constructive (C) simulation methodologies by introducing a new L-V-C simulation framework for the development of air combat tactics, techniques and procedures (TTPs). In the framework, TTP is developed iteratively in separate C-, V- and L-simulation stages. This allows the utilization of the strengths of each simulation class while avoiding the challenges of pure LVC-simulations. C-stage provides the optimal TTP with respect to probabilities of survival ($P_s$) and kill ($P_k$) of aircraft without considering the human-machine interaction (HMI). In V-stage, the optimal TTP is modified by assessing its applicability with $P_k$ and $P_s$ as well as HMI measures regarding pilots’ situation awareness, mental workload and TTP adherence. In L-stage, real aircraft are used to evaluate whether the developed TTP leads to acceptable $P_k$, $P_s$ and HMI measures in a real-life environment. The iterative nature of the framework enables that V- or L-stages can reveal flaws of the TTP and an inadequate TTP can be returned to C- or V-stage for revision. This paper is Part 1 of a two-
Part 2 demonstrates the use of the framework with operationally used C- and V-simulators as well as real F/A-18C aircraft and pilots.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A ‘flight’ in standard air force usage refers to a unit of four aircraft, which is composed of two ‘elements’, a lead element and a wing element. The elements have two aircraft in each, the leader and the wingman. A flight’s primary goal in air combat is to keep itself in an offensive position that increases the probability of weapon intercept with the enemy, while simultaneously denying or lowering the enemy’s probability of achieving the same. For a flight to successfully achieve its primary goal, its members need to coordinate their actions. Pilots achieve this coordination by following tactics, techniques and procedures (TTPs), which, when followed, create discipline and provide some structure to a seemingly unpredictable and chaotic activity. TTPs are comprised of a set of qualitative and quantitative rules. A quantitative rule has a variable and its value, or rule value. For example, ‘Airspeed at missile launch must be Mach 1.0’ is a quantitative rule, where Mach 1.0 is the rule value. A qualitative rule is a verbal description of activity. For example, ‘Flight members must communicate their tactical status’ is a qualitative rule. Application of inappropriate TTP makes it challenging for the flight to achieve its primary goal. Therefore, when TTPs are developed, a lot of effort is put on testing and evaluation (T&E) to increase the flight’s likelihood of success. In this paper, live (L), virtual (V) and constructive (C) simulation methodologies are used for TTP T&E in a novel way by taking into account not just the aircraft’s and weapon system’s characteristics, but also the pilot’s ability to interact with the aircraft and the whole air combat environment. By iterating and sequencing the separate C-, V- and L-simulations during TTP T&E, it is possible to utilize the strengths of each simulation class in a cost-effective and safe manner.

A pilot and a fighter aircraft form a complex human-machine process (HMP). The inputs to this process are twofold. Aircraft capabilities and limitations define the limits of the machine process (MP), while human capabilities and limitations define the human’s ability to interact with the MP. The human-machine interaction (HMI) has three components; task adherence, situation awareness (SA) and mental workload (MWL).
In air combat, task adherence describes how accurately a pilot follows the directed TTP. Therefore, task adherence is referred to as normative performance (NP). In contrast, MWL describes the imbalance between the demands of the HMI and the pilot’s cognitive resources available to satisfy that demand. Finally, according to Endsley, SA is a three-level, hierarchical state of pilot’s comprehension of the elements in the environment within a volume of time and space (level 1 SA), the pilot’s comprehension of their meaning (level 2 SA), and his/her projection of their status in the near future (level 3 SA). HMP output is affected by these components and dictates how well a flight achieves its primary goal, which is measured with the probability of kill ($P_k$) of enemy aircraft and the probability of survival ($P_s$) of friendly aircraft. To ensure TTP’s efficacy, it is necessary to measure the components of HMI during TTP T&E. Adequate MWL, NP and SA during TTP T&E ensure the pilots are capable of maintaining the required level of HMP output even when the task complexity and stressors exceed those seen during TTP T&E. MWL, NP and SA are largely dissociated but inter-related components of HMI, and therefore it is not possible to determine any of their values by measuring the values of one of the others. If one chooses to measure MP output with $P_k$ and $P_s$, human limitations must be excluded from HMP by assuming full SA, perfectly balanced MWL and faultless NP. As outlined in Figure 1, the difference between MP and HMP outputs describes HMP loss caused by MWL, NP and SA of the pilots.

[TTP T&E can be conducted in L-, V- and C-simulations. In a L-simulation real people operate real systems, in a V-simulation real people operate simulated systems or simulated people operate real systems, and in a C-simulation simulated people operate simulated systems. Although there exist descriptive decision models imitating pilot’s decision making (see, e.g., NP, SA, MWL and qualitative TTP rules are difficult to take into account in C-simulations. In contrast, the ability to control precisely simulation entities, e.g., aircraft, systems, and behaviors, and to conduct batch-run simulations make C-simulations a cost-effective way to analyze $P_k$ and $P_s$ without the potentially confounding influence of HMI. Therefore, C-simulations are best suited for the early stages of TTP T&E, where the optimal values of TTP quantitative rules (hereinafter referred to as MP optimal values and MP optimal rules) are determined with respect to given optimization criteria and constraints related to $P_k$ and $P_s$.
V-simulations provide a practical environment for TTP T&E, especially when safety, security, fiscal or resource limitations prevent T&E being conducted in L-simulations. Also, as V-simulations enable the use of both qualitative and quantitative TTP rules by pilots, the values of MWL, NP, SA and HMP output can be measured for a given TTP in a simulated environment. While V-simulations add value to TTP T&E, they are time consuming compared to C-simulations when multiple simulation runs are required.

L-simulations are an expensive and resource heavy T&E environment. They are still needed in TTP T&E as they provide MWL, NP, SA and HMP output for the quantitative and qualitative TTP rules followed by pilots with real-life task complexity and stressors. However, if L-simulations are introduced to TTP T&E prematurely, they can be both inefficient and a risk to flight safety. While L-simulations are needed for TTP evaluation, they should be used for TTP testing only after the potential flight safety issues have been identified and mitigated in C- and V-simulations.

The division between the simulation classes is not clear-cut, as a simulation can include entities from more than one class. This is particularly the case in LVC-simulations, where L-, V- and C-simulations are integrated into a large-scale, and often distributed, simulation activity. While such simulations have benefits for TTP T&E, e.g., reduced costs, access to simulations of limited availability assets and the ability to conduct multiservice test events, they have interoperability and architectural issues. In short, LVC-simulations are most useful for testing and experimenting with large-scale systems and system of systems, technology demonstrations, and mission rehearsals. In TTP T&E, however, it is more efficient to use the different simulation classes separately and in incremental stages, as this allows for a better utilization of the strengths of each simulation type.

This paper is Part 1 of a two-part study. In this Part 1, a Live-Constructive-Virtual (L-V-C) simulation assessment framework for TTP T&E is introduced. In Part 2, the use of this L-V-C framework is demonstrated with operationally used C- and V-simulators as well as real F/A-18C aircraft and qualified fighter pilots. Unlike LVC-simulations, the L-V-C framework does not attempt to mix the different simulation classes, and thus it avoids the challenges of LVC-simulations. The proposed framework consists of separate C-, V- and L-stages in which TTP is iteratively developed in a given air combat scenario. In C-stage, qualitative TTP rules are not considered, but C-simulations are used to determine MP optimal values for TTP quantitative
rules. In V-stage, these optimal quantitative rules are employed, and verbal descriptions of qualitative rules are refined until HMP output measured using $P_k$ and $P_s$ is adequate and the scores for NP, SA, and MWL are acceptable. In this way, HMP optimal rules, consisting of MP optimal values of the quantitative rules and HMP optimal descriptions of the qualitative rules, in the simulated environment are obtained. Finally, TTP with these HMP optimal rules is evaluated in L-stage using L-simulations. If the real-life use of the HMP optimal rules results in an adequate HMP output, and the scores of NP, SA, and MWL are acceptable, the HMP optimal rules can be cleared for operational use. In other words, the resulting operationally HMP optimal rules ensure that the flight’s primary goal is likely to be achieved in the light of $P_k$ and $P_s$, while NP, SA, and MWL in the real-life environment remain acceptable. In this way, a desired safety margin with respect to human capabilities and limitations is maintained, even if the end-use task demands and complexity exceed those seen during TTP T&E.

A major advantage of the L-V-C simulation framework is its iterative nature. That is, V-stage can be repeated after either L- or V-stage if a need to modify qualitative rules arises. Alternatively, if quantitative rules need modifying, TTP can be returned from V- or L-stages back to C-stage. In L- and V-stages, HMP output and particularly SA, NP, and MWL scores provide a powerful tool for detecting TTP’s possible flaws and for identifying how TTP could be improved. Also, if needed, these scores in V- and L-stages support the generation of modified optimization criteria and constraints applied at C-stage, should TTP T&E require repeated C-simulations. The resulting TTP is well balanced between MWL, NP, SA - and eventually HMP output, which reflects the primary goal of the flight.

2. L-V-C SIMULATION FRAMEWORK

2.1 Initialization of TTP T&E

The L-V-C simulation framework comprising of C-, V- and L-stages is presented in Figure 2. Before the framework can be used, initial TTP and a scenario where it is meant to be used must be defined according to the overall objectives of TTP T&E. The scenario describes the friendly and enemy aircraft involved, and their primary goals. TTPs are a way to describe how the friendly aircraft can best achieve their goals in the given scenario. TTPs are typically briefed to pilots in the form of a timeline relative to enemy aircraft. The aircraft and the systems used in the scenario are modeled in C- and V-simulations. These models are
necessarily slightly incomplete abstractions of reality. This does not, however, impose a significant challenge for the L-V-C framework, as the L-stage of TTP T&E is conducted using real aircraft and systems.

The quantitative rule values and qualitative rule descriptions of the initial TTP are based on the best available assumptions and practises. The L-V-C simulation framework is used to identify the operationally HMP optimal values or descriptions for some, or all, of those rules. It can be used to identify operationally HMP optimal rules for a whole flight, an element or just for a single pilot.

[insert Figure 2]

2.2 Measures in V- and L-stages

2.2.1 NP Measure

The term ‘normative performance’ (NP) used in this paper is adopted from the field of decision analysis, where normative decision models explain how ideal people should make decisions under specific assumptions of rationality (see, e.g.,18). NP of such ideal people can be viewed as perfect. Real-life decisions, however, do not coincide with these ideal decisions as real people typically do not conform to all theoretical assumptions. Therefore, in general terms, NP represents the difference between the decisions of ideal and real people. The closer to the decisions of ideal people the real-life decisions are, the better NP.

In the context of the L-V-C simulation framework, NP describes how accurately a pilot adheres to directed TTP rules in a V- or L-simulation. The NP measure consists of a selected set of quantitative and qualitative TTP rules. The rules included in the measure are selected such that NP provides a representative picture of the pilot’s rule adherence. The score for the NP measure is based on the pilot’s accuracy of adhering to the values and verbal descriptions of the rules.

2.2.2 SA Measure

In the L-V-C framework, SA describes the level of agreement between the pilot’s understanding of the state of the scenario and the actual state of the scenario. An array of SA measuring techniques have been developed, including both self-rating or subjective19-20 and objective techniques.21-22 Objective SA measurement techniques typically assess the level of
pilot’s SA using questions, or probes, to capture the pilot’s knowledge structures about the task situation. In existing objective techniques, the probes are introduced during the task. The probes are formulated such that the correct answers require the knowledge necessary to build and maintain SA. In an air combat task, the pilot’s responses are compared to the real state of the air combat scenario, and the number of correct answers is used as a score of SA. However, administration of the probes during the air combat task is disruptive in V-simulations, especially if it is necessary to freeze the simulation for the duration that the data are collected, and is impossible in L-simulations. Another criticism of objective SA measurement techniques is that they are a test of working memory, rather than understanding of the evolving flight situation.\textsuperscript{23}

Self-rating SA measurement techniques rely on the pilots’ ability to rate their SA on a pre-defined scale. While the subjective rating can be administered post-task, causing little or no disruption to the air combat task, subjective measurement techniques suffer from a host of problems. These include, e.g., a possible correlation between NP and subjective SA ratings, and a more fundamental issue about the pilot’s inability to be aware of what he or she is not aware – a phenomenon known as unknown unknowns.\textsuperscript{24-25}

In the L-V-C simulation framework, a post-trial modification of objective SA measurement techniques is used to measure SA. The post-trial modification administers probes after L- and V-simulations, thereby avoiding disruptions during the air combat task. Furthermore, compared to the detailed questions used in existing objective techniques, the modification uses broad questions. By doing so, use of the technique attempts to unveil some of the complex knowledge structures pilot uses to describe, explain and predict the air combat scenario,\textsuperscript{26} as well as to reason and to make tactical decisions.\textsuperscript{27} The breadth and depth of the probes is a balance between the array of the knowledge structures required in air combat and the time available to elicit them in a natural task environment.

When the post-trial SA measurement technique is used in the L-V-C simulation framework, pilots attend a normal debrief where the mission playback is paused at predetermined times and probes tapping the three levels of SA are introduced. The pilots answer the probes with reference to their cockpit recordings and recollection of the air combat scenario. The responses from the pilots are then compared with the real state of the scenario. The number of correct answers defines the SA score on its three levels. A few characteristics of this post-
trial measurement technique should be noted. While it is fundamentally a self-rating technique as it relies on pilots’ ability to recall past events; fighter pilots are trained to compare their recollections of the scenario and the real state of the scenario. In fact, such comparisons form the foundation of every fighter pilot training.\textsuperscript{20,28} However, the technique is suited only for non-punitive SA assessment, such as TTP T&E, where possible pilot bias is minimal.

### 2.2.3 MWL Measure

A variety of techniques are available to assess MWL. Most techniques can be categorized either as behavioral, subjective or physiological techniques.\textsuperscript{29} Subjective techniques utilize operators’ subjectively experienced MWL, i.e., how they feel when doing a task.\textsuperscript{30} Behavioral techniques assume that an operator’s ability to conduct cognitive tasks diminishes as MWL increases.\textsuperscript{31} Finally, when the physiological techniques are used, variations in MWL are identified by measuring MWL induced physiological changes on an operator.\textsuperscript{32-33}

Behavioral techniques are disruptive and cannot be safely used in L-simulations.\textsuperscript{34} It is also argued that behavioral measures should not even be used as measures of MWL.\textsuperscript{29} In comparison, physiological measures seldom take place in isolation. The second and third order physiological effects and bodily interactions may generate physiological responses, which can be falsely interpreted as MWL responses.\textsuperscript{35} The non-intrusiveness, ease of use, and low-cost implementation of the subjective MWL measures are some of the features that motivate their usage in V- and L-simulations. The subjective measures have been successfully employed to assess pilots’ MWL on many occasions.\textsuperscript{5,36-37}

A non-weighted NASA-TLX\textsuperscript{38} is used as the MWL measure in the L-V-C simulation framework. NASA-TLX is practical and easy to administer even in L-simulations, and the non-punitive context of TTP T&E greatly reduces potential pilot biases typically related to subjective MWL measures. NASA-TLX uses six different dimensions to assess MWL: mental demand, physical demand, temporal demand, frustration, effort, and performance. NASA-TLX considers performance as the pilot’s subjective opinion about the success or failure in meeting the task requirements. As such, it should not be confused with NP or HMP output used in this paper. The multi-dimensional approach increases the MWL measure’s diagnosticity, as it helps
identifying why MWL is high or low. Unlike NP and SA scores, a single MWL score for each dimension is determined for the complete V- or L-simulation run.

2.3 C-stage

Quantitative rules are only analyzed in C-stages. In the first C-stage, the quantitative rules of the initial TTP are implemented into C-simulation. In C-stage, the enemy aircraft follow the scenario determined in the initialization of TTP T&E. The rule values of interest - determined by the overall objective of TTP T&E - are adjusted. A required number of simulation runs are conducted until MP optimal values maximizing the optimization criterion \( P_k \) and fulfilling the constraint \( P_s = 1 \) are found. Since some of the quantitative rule values are related to weapon employment parameters, e.g., missile launch ranges, the estimation of \( P_k \) is based on a ratio of friendly weapon launches resulting in a kill and a total number of friendly weapon launches. Similarly, the estimation of \( P_s \) is based on a ratio of enemy weapon launches resulting in a miss and a total number of enemy weapon launches. \( P_k \) and \( P_s \) are estimated separately for each missile launch and their averages are used as the measures of MP output reflecting the primary goal of the flight. While these measures are suitable for addressing the flight’s goal achievement, the L-V-C simulation framework itself does not limit the forms of the optimization criterion and constraint used. It should be noted that the rule adjustments are made not just for the constructive entities corresponding to the pilots of the flight whose rules are of interest, but for all friendly aircraft for which the rules affect the rules of interest. For example, if TTP assumes a certain formation within an element, rules for both the element leader and the wingman are adjusted to maintain that formation - even if only the rules of the wingman are of interest.

C-stage is repeated after V- or L-stages if SA, MWL, NP or HMP output are subsequently found to be unacceptable (see the dashed lines from V- and L-stages to C-stage in Figure 2). In this case, the results of the V- or L-simulations reveal those quantitative rules whose values should be adjusted to promote better SA, MWL, NP or HMP output. When C-stage is repeated, the original optimization criterion, i.e., the maximization of \( P_k \), is relaxed by the minimization of \((P_k - P_{kref})^2\), where the reference probability of kill, denoted by \( P_{kref} \), is selected based on the results of V- or L-stage as well as on the optimal values of \( P_k \) obtained in earlier C-stages. If a need for modifying the quantitative rule values to improve NP, increase SA or lower MWL is recognized in V- or L-stage, a lower value of \( P_{kref} \) than the optimal \( P_k \) in the previous C-stage
must be selected. As a result, the solution of C-stage is likely to promote the required changes of NP, SA and MWL, and to decrease the optimal value of $P_k$ – while still meeting the constraint $P_s=1$. The L-V-C simulation framework does not restrict relaxing or even removing the constraint $P_s=1$, if friendly losses are accepted. It is also possible to introduce new optimization criteria that do not explicitly depend on $P_k$. As the optimization criterion and constraint of the repeated C-stage are based on the analysis of the V- or L-simulations, the resulting MP optimal values of the quantitative rules are now implicitly affected by SA, MWL and HMP output, whereas in the first C-stage these are ignored.

2.4 V-stage

V-stage considers both the qualitative rules and the MP optimal quantitative rules originating from C-stage. The qualitative rules of the first V-stage are the ones defined in the initial TTP. When V-stage is repeated, the qualitative rules originate from the preceding V- or L-stage (see the dashed line from L-stage to V-stage, and the dotted line from V-stage to V-stage in Figure 2). By iterating V-stage with the fixed quantitative rules, it is possible to refine the qualitative rules’ verbal descriptions within V-stage.

The pilots whose operationally HMP optimal rules are of interest fly the V-simulator as participants. Their NP, SA, MWL, and HMP output are recorded, and HMP output is measured using $P_k$ and $P_s$. Since HMP output should reflect the achievement of the flight’s primary goal as a whole, the estimation of $P_k$ is based on the ratio of enemy aircraft alive at the beginning and at the end of the simulation, whereas the estimation of $P_s$ is based a ratio of friendly aircraft alive at the beginning and at the end of the simulation. All but the aircraft flown by the participants are in a supporting role and are implemented in the V-simulation as constructive simulation entities. The friendly constructive entities are set to follow the qualitative and MP optimal quantitative rules derived in the preceding stages of TTP T&E - effectively making the V-simulation mirror the C-simulation and forcing it to evolve similarly for all participants flying in it. The enemy aircraft follow the same scenario as in C-stage. The participants are tasked to follow the directed qualitative rules and MP optimal quantitative rules, but they are not told how the scenario unfolds. As the participants fly the V-simulator, their SA, MWL and NP, together with $P_k$ and $P_s$, are measured.
NP, SA and MWL scores are analyzed at the completion of V-stage. In data analysis, the probability level for a significance result can be chosen before the data collection. For example, in Part 2\textsuperscript{16} of this study, p<0.05 is used. If \( P_k \) and \( P_s \) are unsatisfactory, the analysis aims to identify the rules that could be revised to improve the overall HMP output. If, however, \( P_k \) and \( P_s \) are satisfactory, the objective is to identify the rules that could improve NP, SA or MWL. As NP describes adherence of rules, low NP scores can be associated with specific rules. The rules with the lowest NP scores are candidates for revision. In contrast, neither post-trial SA probes nor NASA-TLX are associated with specific rules. The post-trial SA measurement technique provides a separate SA score for every probe within the air combat task, and NASA-TLX provides a MWL score (across six of its dimensions) for the whole flying task. If SA or MWL scores are low, subject matter experts (SMEs) must analyze the progression of the scenario and the implementation of TTP, and identify which rules are most likely to cause such undesired scores. The identified rules are candidates for revision and the ones with the most potential to improve NP, SA, MWL, \( P_k \) and \( P_s \) are modified. If the quantitative rules are modified, TTP is returned to C-stage without modifying the qualitative rules (see the dashed line from V- to C-stage in Figure 2). If the qualitative rules are modified, V-stage is repeated with refined verbal descriptions of the participants’ qualitative rules (see the dotted line from V- to V-stage in Figure 2). The constructive entities’ qualitative rules are adjusted only if they affect the participants’ ability to adhere to their rules.

Each time V-stage is repeated, NP, SA, MWL, \( P_k \) and \( P_s \) are compared to those of the preceding V-stage. The comparison is made both qualitatively using non-statistical methods and SME judgement, and statistically when the aim is to identify significant differences between the simulations’ \( P_k \), \( P_s \), and NP, SA, and MWL scores. If the results have improved or remained unchanged, TTP T&E can progress to L-stage. Alternatively, both type of comparisons can reveal further TTP improvement opportunities. Finally, deteriorating results indicate a need to re-analyze TTP and to recognize some new ways of modifying it. Once the outcome of V-stage is satisfactory, HMP optimal rules - both qualitative and quantitative - in the simulated environment are obtained.

2.5 L-stage

In L-stage, the HMP optimal rules obtained in V-stage are evaluated in a real-life environment. Due to the real-life task complexity and stressors, L-simulations often result in lower SA,
higher MWL and lower NP than those seen in V-simulations. While L-stage provides scores for SA, NP and MWL in the real-life environment, the decision about their acceptability is a military judgement call taken by the SMEs.

Real aircraft and pilots are used in L-stage. The participants are the pilots whose operationally HMP optimal rules are of interest. The participants are tasked to follow the HMP optimal rules defined in V-stage. They are given a standard flight briefing but are not told how the scenario unfolds. In addition to the participants, supporting pilots are needed to operate the other aircraft required in L-simulation. First, supporting friendly pilots are needed to fly the friendly aircraft not flown by the participants. The supporting friendly pilots are briefed to follow the same rules as the constructive entities did when the participants’ HMP optimal rules were identified in V-stage. Second, supporting enemy pilots are needed to fly the enemy aircraft. The supporting enemy pilots are briefed to follow the same scenario used in C- and V-stages.

After each L-simulation, HMP output, measured by \( P_k \) and \( P_s \), and the scores of NP, SA and MWL are recorded. Here, \( P_k \) and \( P_s \) are estimated in a same way as in the V-simulations. Due to limited availability of fighter aircraft and operational pilots, the number of simulation runs and hence the sample size may be restricted at L-stage. Therefore, the results of V- and L-stages must be comprehensively compared to establish whether the results from the two stages are balanced or not. A balanced result means that L-stage’s \( P_k \) and \( P_s \) are acceptable, and based on a military judgement, the scores of NP, MWL and SA are not significantly worse than those obtained at V-stage. If this is not the case, the SMEs should use the NP, SA and MWL scores to identify potential rules to be revised in a same fashion as at V-stage. Then, TTP is returned to C- or V-stage depending on the need for either qualitative or quantitative rule adjustments (see the dashed lines from L-stage to C- and V-stages in Figure 2).

If V- and L-stages’ results are balanced, TTP T&E is complete and HMP optimal rules evaluated at L-stage can be cleared for operational use. In other words, the resulting operationally HMP optimal rules ensure that a flight having decent NP, SA and MWL can achieve its primary goal in a real-life environment.

3. DISCUSSION

This paper is Part 1 of the two-part study that introduced the L-V-C simulation framework, where the flight’s initial TTP is developed into operational TTP with acceptable HMP output,
NP, SA and MWL. In the framework, MP optimal quantitative rules are obtained at C-stage, HMP optimal qualitative rules are identified in V-stage, and HMP optimal qualitative and quantitative rules are evaluated in L-stage using real aircraft and pilots. The iterative and multipart nature of the framework enables that V- or L-stages can reveal flaws of the TTP and an inadequate TTP can be returned to C- or V-stage for revision.

C-, V- and L-simulations have been widely used separately in earlier TTP T&E studies (see, e.g., 39-42). However, if only C-simulations are utilized, the ideal decision making of pilots can only be assumed. Such TTP T&E results in MP optimal quantitative rules but without considering how HMI affects HMP output in V- and L-simulations, not to mention in real combat operations. The optimal selection of qualitative rules’ verbal descriptions is not possible in C-simulations. Therefore, V-simulations are needed to evaluate the impact of pilots’ NP, SA and MWL in a safe environment. Finally, before TTPs can be released into operational use, they must be evaluated in L-simulations. Alternatively, if only V-simulations are conducted, it would be challenging to determine MP optimal quantitative rules. The time and the number of participants required for statistically relevant simulation results would soon exceed the cost constraints related to time and manpower. Even if TTP T&E could be completed in V-simulations, it could not become established whether HMP output, NP, SA and MWL would remain acceptable in a real flying environment. Hence, both C- and L-simulations are needed to complement the V-simulations. The L-V-C simulation framework provides a safe and cost-effective way of utilising the strengths of each simulation class by sequencing and iterating their use during TTP T&E.

Pilots’ SA, MWL and performance have been extensively studied - both separately and together (see e.g., 8, 42). Unlike the previous studies, the L-V-C simulation framework explicitly illustrates how NP, SA and MWL results, together with HMP output of V- and L-simulations, can be used to identify the qualitative and quantitative rule candidates for revision, and to support the formulation of optimization criteria and constrains for C-simulations.

In summary, the L-V-C simulation framework presents a multifaceted approach for TTP T&E. The framework uses multiple models to investigate TTP, to increase the transparency and validity of the simulation study, and to ease the interpretation of simulation results – an approach often recommended in simulation and the modeling literature. By using diverse simulation classes and models, the framework minimizes the impact of the individual...
simulation models’ and sub-models’ incompleteness on the outcome of TTP T&E and thus improves the reliability of this outcome.

In Part 2\textsuperscript{16} of this two-part study, the use of the L-V-C simulation framework is demonstrated. In the demonstration, C-simulations are conducted using a constructive Air Combat Evaluation Model (ACEM). ACEM is a Raytheon built air combat simulation, typically used for studying operational-level requirements, preliminary designs and tactical utility of TTPs at the engagement level. V-simulations in Part 2\textsuperscript{16} are run in a Boeing built Weapon Tactics and Situational Awareness Trainer (WTSAT). WTSAT is a non-motion, high-fidelity flying simulator used for basic and advanced F/A-18 pilot training. L-simulations in Part 2\textsuperscript{16} utilize real F/A-18C aircraft and operational F/A-18 pilots. While both parts of the study concentrate on air combat, the principles of the L-V-C simulation framework are domain independent. As long as there are suitable C-, V- and L-simulation models, the same methodology can be applied to any civil or military task where HMI is of concern.
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